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When did changing a light bulb get so
complicated? G sheds some light on the subject.

WORDS BY SUE WHITE

t may be a classic (even
| cliched) green gesture,
but changing a light bulb
remains one of the easiest
eco actions we can take.
Yet, we're still not bright
sparks when it comes to
green lighting. The Federal
Government estimates most
homes could reduce their
lighting energy needs by
at least 50 per cent, simply
by getting lighting savvy.
Perhaps they haven't
walked into a hardware store
lately. Choosing the right
eco lighting sometimes feels
like an exercise in mental
gymnastics as you count
Kelvins, compare eco options
and convert wattages. Hardly
fodder for feeling smart.
Given that confusion over
eco lighting options remains,
we're here to shed some light
(bad pun!) on the situation.
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Watt makes lighting eco?
Lighting uses about seven per cer

/attage. The lower the watts (units of
lower), the less energy you'll use. Easy
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future of green lighting. These small light
sources, which move electronics through
a semiconductor, are already used widely
in everything from mobile phones to
traffic lights. To date, cost has kept LEDs
from being widely taken up in homes.
Currently, you'll pay far more for LEDs
than CFLs, although prices are expected
to tumble within the next year or two.
Once they do (and when ever-tightening
standards around lighting claims ensure
claims that LEDs last 100,000 hours can

into the soil, so the answer is recycling.
Unfortunately, this is harder than it
sounds, because no-one quite knows how
to deal with the mercury (except at scale).
A recent government and industry push
kicked off in July 2010 (http://fiuorocycle.org.
au) encourages recycling of mercurybased lighting, but although it's a good
big picture initiative, it's of little help to
householders. Check iuww.environment.gov.
au/settlements/waste/lamp-mercury.html

USES ABOUT
SEVEN PER CENT
OF OUR TOTAL
HOME ENERGY
USE. THE KEY
TO KEEPING
THINGS GREEN
STARTS WITH
UNDERSTANDING
WATTAGE.

